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Contacts
Department

Contact Info

Book Price Quotes: Inquiries for any
titles not in the guide
Guide: Questions about titles and prices
found in the NBC Buyer’s Guide
General Inquires: Placing and
modifying wholesale orders, questions
about returns or defective items, and all
general questions and comments.
PO’s: Questions related to NBC PO’s for
units sourced via Guide

quote@nebook.com

Sales: All general questions &
comments about your account

Your account manager or

Shipping: Questions about freight,
labels,packaging, etc.

transportation@nebook.com

acquisitions@nebook.com
customerservice@nebook.com

P: 800.869.0366

acquisitions@nebook.com

acquisitions@nebook.com

“Us”, “We”, “Our”, “NBC”, refer to Nebraska Book Company. “You”, “Your”,
“Customer”, Client”, and “Store” refer to authorized vendor shipping to or on behalf
of NBC.

Introduction
As one of the largest textbook wholesalers and an
authority in the industry, we recognized a need for
more descriptive, stringent used book standards.
We understand that determining whether or not
a book is damaged isn’t as easy as it seems. Our
Used Book Standards Guide alleviates the guess
work through clear, detailed descriptions and
photos that will allow us to accept more books
without confusion or debate.
Within the guide, you’ll find all of the criteria you
need to decide if a book can be resold, rented or
returned. Plus, we’ve also included a section about
books damaged in transit and a checklist to help
you make a speedier decision.

Within our warehouse,
textbooks go through
a minimum of seven
quality-assurance
checks from inbound
to outbound to ensure
damaged or defective
books are not sold
or rented to our
customers.

Please note: Nebraska Book Company is not responsible for anything left in books that
are returned or resold to us.
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Used Book Damage
Descriptions & Standards
Our concrete rule to determine whether a book with multiple forms of acceptable wear is
usable verses damaged beyond use is the “two or fewer, three or more” rule:
•

Two forms of acceptable wear or fewer: the book can be resold, rented or returned.

•

Three forms of acceptable wear or more: the book is considered damaged and will
be taken out of inventory.

If a book meets any number of damaged criteria, it is damaged and cannot be resold,
rented or returned.
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Damage Checklist
The damage checklist is meant to be a quick-reference tool to help you make a decision in
the moment, but it should not replace your understanding of the detailed descriptions that
follow within the guide. When evaluating a book, if three or more boxes are checked on this
list, the book should be considered damaged. If two or fewer boxes are checked, the book
has acceptable wear and can be resold.

Cover



Ripped but can be fixed with a two-inch piece of clear tape

Binding



Spiral-bound book with fewer than five holes un-spiraled, but holes are still intact

Missing Pages



Five or fewer pages completely ripped out, but still included in book

Ripped Pages



Fewer than five pages are partially ripped and can each be repaired with a twoinch piece of clear tape

Water Stains & Discoloration



Water discoloration does not bleed into the text on a page



Page is wrinkled, but wrinkling does not affect text on page



Page is wrinkled, including text on a page, but no discoloration occurs



Pages are stuck together but can be separated in less than two minutes, without
tearing any of the pages

Cover Issues & Damage
These cover issues mean a book is damaged:
•

The cover is torn and cannot be fixed with a
two-inch piece of clear tape

•

The front or back cover of the book is missing
completely

Loose-leaf copies do not always include a cover. We
will accept loose-leaf copies without a cover if the
copy still includes the title and copyright pages.
Unacceptable

Binding
These binding issues mean a book has acceptable wear:
•

Binding may show signs of wear, but the pages are still attached and not falling out

•

In a spiral-bound book, fewer than five holes are un-spiraled, but the holes are still
intact

These binding issues are unacceptable and mean a book is damaged:
•

Binding is loose to the point that pages are loose or falling out

•

A loose-leaf book has binding damage and pages are missing

•

In a spiral-bound book, more than three holes are ripped, including cover and/or
page holes

Missing Pages
These circumstances indicate a book has acceptable wear:
•

Five or fewer pages are ripped out, but still included in the book

•

A single page is ripped in half, but still included in the book

These page issues indicate a book is damaged:
•

A single page is ripped in half or full page is ripped out and is missing from the book
completely

•

More than five pages are ripped out, but still included in the book

Ripped Pages
If fewer than five pages are partially ripped and can each still be repaired with a two-inch
piece of clear tape, the book has acceptable wear.
If more than five pages of a book are partially ripped, or the rips cannot be repaired with a
two-inch piece of clear tape, the book is damaged.

Antiquing or
Browning of Pages
These signs of antiquing indicate a book is considered
damaged:
•

Browning of pages caused by age

•

Brittle and/or frayed pages

Acceptable vs. Unacceptable

Mold
Any form of mold in any color and any amount is
considered permanent damage and the book will
be taken out of inventory.

Water Stains &
Discoloration

Unacceptable

These forms of water stains and discoloration mean a book has acceptable wear:
•

Water discoloration does not bleed into the text on a page

•

Page is wrinkled, but wrinkling does
not affect text on a page

•

Page is wrinkled, including text on a
page, but no discoloration occurs

•

Pages are stuck together but can be
separated in less than two minutes,
without tearing any of the pages

These forms of water stains and
discoloration mean a book is damaged:
•

Page is wrinkled, including text on a
page, and it is also discolored

•

Pages are stuck together but can only
be separated by tearing the pages
Acceptable

Highlighting
Any amount of highlighting in any color within a book is considered acceptable wear.

Notes & Writing
Any amount of writing in pencil or pen within a book is considered acceptable wear.

Workbooks
Workbooks must be clean and complete without writing or missing pages to be considered
acceptable.
Workbooks with any writing or missing pages are damaged.

Supplemental
Materials
•

Check the NBC Buyer’s Guide for
supplemental materials. If the Buyer’s
Guide says “WITH ONLY”, we will only
accept the book with the supplemental
materials.

•

Access codes within supplemental
materials must be unused and still
concealed.

•

Clickers must be functional and have
working batteries.

Unacceptable

Acceptable

Complimentary
& Free Copies
Unacceptable versions:
• International editions
• Comp copies
• Annotated instructor editions
• Custom editions
• Uncorrected proof copies
Unacceptable

HANDLING DAMAGED
INVENTORY

Do You Think You Received a Damaged or
Defective Book from NBC?
Before books ever make it to you, they go through a minimum of seven quality assurance
checks from our inbound and outbound teams. This doesn’t mean it’s impossible that you
received a damaged or defective book from us due to human error, but our rigorous process
makes it unlikely to happen often.
If you believe a book you received is damaged, the book must be returned within 45 days
of your invoice date.
Before returning a book:
•

Contact customerservice@nebook.com. We will
send an authorization and you can then return
the bookto us. Our team may ask you to submit
photos of the damaged inventory prior to
sending an authorization.

•

Your store is responsible for shipping fees, and
NBC will reimburse return postage if the book is
deemed damaged.

•

The book must have an NBC barcode.

•

The book must meet our damaged guidelines
for full credit to be issued . If the book does not
meet our damaged criteria, your return will be
counted against your store’s return percentage .

Acceptable

Outbound to Customer
Damage during transit is rare, but it does happen. If your shipment was damaged during
transit, you must sign for it as “damaged.”
Then, email customerservice@nebook .com with the following information:
•

Account number

•

Order number

•

Description of damage

•

How damage occurred

•

Photos of damage

NBC will file a claim with the carrier and full credit will be issued to you, as long as you
signed for it as “damaged.”

Inbound from Customer
•

If a shipment is received from a customer by NBC with damage, NBC will sign for it
as “damaged.”

•

The NBC transportation team will alert our compliance team that the shipment was
received damaged.

•

The compliance team will notify the customer for appropriate action.

Shipping Claims Policy
Nebraska Book Company’s goal is to provide a consistent shipping experience
to all customers. We adhere to the following shipping claim process:
When NBC ships outbound orders to customers:
Shipment is the customer’s responsibility (FOB Origin/FOB Shipping
Point)
Customer is responsible regardless of shipping method chosen
Customer is responsible for the shipment once it leaves NBC
When customers send inbound shipments to NBC:
NBC is responsible for buyer’s guide shipments, rental return shipments and
buyback shipments
Customer is responsible for wholesale returns shipments
Customer is responsible for any lost or damaged items while in transit to NBC
Questions? Please contact transportation@nebook.com.

Shipment Policy
Purchase Orders:
All shipments must have an NBC issued PO prior to shipping. To obtain an NBC
issued PO please contact acquisitions@nebook.com. Please provide a carton
count along with an Excel spreadsheet including ISBN, quantity shipped, and
price. All PO requests must be made and shipped within five days of the
Guide expiration.
Please note:
• Vendors may ship multiple orders per guide, one guide shipment each week is allowed.
There is no need to wait until the end of the guide to send your books in to NBC.
• Simply receiving an NBC Buying List, of any kind, does not entitle you to ship units and
receive payment for expected value. Payments are only made against NBC issued PO’s as
quoted.
• Shipments received without an NBC issued PO may be returned at your request. Client is
responsible for shipping costs.
• Orders shipped after the expected ship date may be refused or returned at the
client’s expense.

Shipping Instructions
1) Shipping Information


Ship all Guide purchase orders to the following address:
Nebraska Book Company
Quoted Purchase
4700 South 19th Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68512

Shipment must be shipped on OR before five (5) business
days after the last date of the current guide


Be sure to email your packing list to acqui sitions@nebook.com with
Subject: Guide Shipment, prior to shipping. See all other pack list
requirements in section 2 below.



If total shipment weighs less than 250 lbs. and each individual package weighs
less than 150 lbs., ship via FedEx Ground account: 107797440 or UPS Ground
account: 634438.



If shipment weighs over 250 lbs., please contact the below to arrange transportation:
Logistics Resource Group (LRG)
(800) 950-1354
nb@logrg.com



LRG will require the following information:
o

Carton count (loose or on a pallet)

o

Approximate weight (average carton weight is 50 lbs.)

o

Complete pick up information including address, contact person, and
any special instructions

o

Location hours for pick up

Email address and/or fax number to send the bill of lading
Label each box with your return address or account number and the letters
o



“QP”. Boxes containing packing lists should be marked on the outside.
Package all shipments with proper care to avoid damage or loss in transit.


Label sample on the following page:

2) Packing List


Include the NBC issued PO on a packing list sent with each shipment. For
the fastest possible processing, please send a final invoice in advance of
your shipment to acquisitions@nebook.com with Subject: “Guide
Shipment”.



The following information should be included:
o

Account name

o

Account number

o

Number of cartons shipped

o

Shipment date

o

Carrier used (FedEx/UPS/LRG)

o

Buyer’s Guide effective date

o

ISBN and quantity of each item sent

Accounting
Standard terms of net 30 from the day the shipment is
received by NBC for textbook purchases.
Payment
remittance:

Nebraska Book Company
PO Box 776959
Chicago, IL 60677-6959

Mailing address:
Nebraska Book Company
PO Box 80529
Lincoln, NE 68501-0529
Direct transfer (ACH) options are available for payments. To request
details, please contact accounting@nebook.com.

Counterfeit Textbook Policy
For full details on the NBC Counterfeit Textbook Policy, please see the link below:
http://nebook.com/counterfeit-textbooks-policy/
NBC requires all third party suppliers to: (i) affirm in writing or with valid
electronic acknowledgment that the textbooks they sell to NBC are authentic
and lawfully acquired;
(ii) provide accurate identifying information, including their true name
(individual), company (if applicable), and physical address; and (iii) update
such information on a regular basis. NBC will verify the accuracy of such
information prior to accepting any shipments directly from a third party
supplier, and will also work with marketplace vendors to verify the contact
information provided by their suppliers and sellers.

